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Dedication of the Hart-Desiato Bridge  

Joseph Desiato 

Bedford, Massachusetts, May 25, 2018 
 

Governor Baker, Congressman Moulton,  Colonel  Hund, Jonathan Gulliver, Paul 

Purchia, Veterans, distinguished guests, and all others here. Thank you for 

coming. Our families would also like to thank all those who have worked to 

make this dedication possible, and who are helping with today’s event.  We 

especially want to thank State Representative Ken Gordon and State Senator 

Mike Barrett for their many hours of work shepherding the idea of the bridge-

naming into the reality of today’s dedication. 

 

Travis’s concept of becoming a Marine crystalized in high school.  He started 

working with the Marines his senior year, prior to enlisting.  He enjoyed the 

camaraderie and the need to work collaboratively to achieving a goal.  He 

wanted to help others who could not help themselves and felt joining the 

Marines was the best way to accomplish this.  He died in Iraq on Nov 15, 2004 

during the battle of Fallujah that helped free its people from oppression and 

the tyranny of Saddam Hussain. 

 

In my view, this bridge dedication is not so much a memorial but a celebration 

of these men.  This is in an area of recreation where families are boating under 

the bridge and where others are driving over it, through the tranquil area 

above the bridge.  Both our families hope this will invoke stories about John 

and Travis. Not just their sacrifice but about their lives.  Maybe about when 

Travis was counselor working in the kitchen in Bedford Summer Camp and the 

fun they had, or about the frigid Thanksgiving football game they played during 

a blizzard in his senior year.  The hideous bright orange truck Travis drove 

around town. How Travis had wonderful friends like Phil McCaley and how 

Travis married his high school sweetheart, Tracey.  These memories may 

provide a smile or laugh instead of a tear.  This is a different way but an 
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important way to honor these men.  These memories are how these men 

continue to live on. 

 

The dedication of this bridge is much more than about John and Travis. This is 

about us as a community.  That we as a community believe these mens' 

sacrifices and lives were important, and worth remembering.  That we 

understand and appreciate that freedom is not free.   This dedication along 

with markers at Memorial Park, Bedford High School, and the football award 

given in Travis’s name each year symbolize this. But it is more than that.  It’s 

about Brian Hart who I did not know at the time, walking up my driveway to 

help our family the night after we found out Travis was killed. This was only one 

year after John was killed.   This is about the people/strangers that waited in 

line for two hours after the church service for Travis, just to shake our hands 

and provide comfort and condolences.  The hundreds and hundreds of cards 

we received in support from people all over the state and country. This bridge 

dedication is another example of the wonderful people of this community and 

state, who not only honor the sacrifice and lives of John Hart and Travis 

Desiato but also provide continuing support for their families and friends left 

behind. 

 

From the bottom of our hearts we thank you all 

 


